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Abstract: Evidence suggests that practitioners in developing countries are not equipped with sufficient 

knowledge and training to carry out proper case management of TB. A good number of these practitioners do 

not adhere to the norms of standard treatment guidelines for treating tuberculosis in their daily practice and are 

not much familiar with DOTs program. The aim of this review paper is to summarize research findings 

regarding management of pulmonary tuberculosis in terms of barriers, prescribing trends and adherence to 

standard treatment guidelines in developed and developing countries as well as Pakistan. A total of 66 studies 

were reviewed out of which 53 were from developed and developing countries and thirteen from Pakistan. It 

was concluded that extensive research has been conducted in developed countries regarding availability, 

perceptions, acceptance and adherence of prescribers to internationally available standard treatment guidelines 

for management of tuberculosis and barriers to adherence which has led to improved control of tuberculosis in 

these countries. On the other hand, in developing countries including Pakistan limited data is available in this 

regard. Extensive research is required to explore role of DOTs program in control of TB, barriers in its 

effective implementation and healthcare system collaborative models to promote active case detection and 

appropriate treatment which can lead to improved patient compliance and control of tuberculosis.  

Keywords: Adherence, Barriers, Prescribing trends, Perceptions, Pulmonary Tuberculosis, Pakistan and 

Standard Treatment guidelines. 

 

I. Introduction 
Tuberculosis (TB) remains a major public health problem globally for centuries. Pulmonary 

tuberculosis has been estimated to be accounted for one third of the world's total population [1]. The incidence 

of this infection is alarming mainly due to increase in the number of HIV patients, elderly population and the 

emergence of resistance to anti-tuberculosis drugs worldwide [2]. Misinterpretation of early symptoms and 

frequent use of antibiotics in the treatment of the disease always encounters risks of inappropriate prescribing 

practices resulting in drug resistance and increased healthcare costs. STGs are one of the tools to support 

effective clinical practice and promote rational use of drugs [3, 4]. Treatment guidelines are designed with the 

collective opinion of a wide group of recognized national experts and are used as a reference for appropriate 

treatment choices [5, 6]. To enable reliable, therapeutically effective and cost effective use of drugs rational 

prescribing in accordance with the standard treatment guidelines is required. This can influence positively on 

patient compliance and outcomes of therapy [7-9].  

Evidence suggests that practitioners in developing countries are not equipped with sufficient 

knowledge and training to carry out proper case management of TB. A good number of these practitioners do 

not adhere to the norms of standard treatment guidelines for treating tuberculosis in their daily practice and are 

not much familiar with DOTs program [10-14]. A study conducted in Iran showed that although most of the 

prescribers were aware of the correct diagnostic criteria for TB but were not familiar and adhering with the 

standard treatment guidelines [15, 16]. Another study from South Africa, highlighted the need for adherence to 

STG’s for improving prescribing practices resulting in better treatment outcomes [17, 18]. Lack of adherence of 

prescribers to existing recommendations for the overall management of pulmonary tuberculosis, is one of the 

major factor contributing towards the poor control of disease. Extensive research has been conducted in 

developed countries regarding availability, perceptions, acceptance and adherence of prescribers to available 

standard treatment guidelines for management of pulmonary tuberculosis and barriers to adherence have also 

been identified which has led to improved control of pulmonary tuberculosis in these countries. But in 

developing countries including Pakistan limited data is available in this regard.  The aim of this review paper is 

to summarize research findings regarding management of pulmonary tuberculosis in terms of barriers, 
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prescribing trends and adherence to standard treatment guidelines in developed and developing countries as well 

as Pakistan. 

 

II. Methodology 
The electronic databases Pub Med, Google Scholar and Science direct were searched for articles 

published from 2000 to 2014. The search terms used were prescriber adherence, hypertension, and treatment 

guidelines. Full research papers and abstracts were searched and included in this review. A total of 66 studies 

were included in this review. Fifty three studies were from developed countries and developing countries 

whereas only thirteen studies were from Pakistan regarding adherence of prescribers to treatment guidelines for 

the management of hypertension (Table 1). 

 

Table 1. Details of Country and Number of Included Papers 
Regions 

 

Number of Studies Countries 

Developed & Developing 

Countries 

 

53 

USA, Australia, UK, Japan, Germany, 

Belgium, Switzerland, Sweden, Canada, 
Denmark, Greece, Spain, Italy, South 

Korea, Finland, Ireland, Netherlands, 

Turkey, China, South Africa, Cyprus, 
Croatia, Ghana, Ethopia, Malaysia, India, 

Taiwan, Brazil, Iran, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, 
Austria, Eritrea, Jordan, Israel  

Pakistan 13  

Total                 66 

 

III. Results and Discussion 
Tuberculosis has remained a major concern for public health globally. In the year 2012, 8.6 million 

cases of active TB disease were reported among which 2.9 million case were reported to be females. The disease 

is found to be most prevalent in Asia and Africa (58% and 27% respectively) with India on the highest number 

with 2.0-2.4 million cases reported per year followed by China with 0.9-1 million cases per year. Both these 

countries account 38% of the total global burden of disease [2]. According to Global Tuberculosis Report 2015, 

9.6 million new disease cases were reported in the year 2014 among which 65.4 million were males and 3.2 

million cases were females. Mortality rate for the disease was high with about 1.5 million deaths reported due to 

tuberculosis [19]. 

 

Factors affecting Adherence to Standard Treatment of Tuberculosis Prescriber Perceptions Regarding 

Tuberculosis Management 

Most of the prescribers were of the view that implementation of rational guidelines and designing an 

appropriate antibiotic policy for treating diseases like tuberculosis in all healthcare settings will improve 

tuberculosis management. Majority of the physician agreed that antibiotics are prescribed frequently and there is 

always an overuse with a risk of resistance and increasing costs, therefore rational drug prescribing is essential 

for minimizing the health care costs and for reducing the resistance as well as for decreasing the rate of poor 

adherence [20]. A survey on the perceptions of medical students shows that most of them are overestimating the 

current burden of resistant bacteria and they want further education on antibiotic prescribing. Misinterpretation 

of early symptoms led to delays in seeking health care and in non-adherence to the standard treatment guidelines 

resulting in resistance development and worsening of tuberculosis [15, 21, 22]. 

 

Lack of Knowledge of Prescribers Regarding Standard Treatment Guidelines 

One of the main factors for irrational prescribing was lack of knowledge among the prescribers treating 

tuberculosis [13, 23]. A treatment regimen, drug dosage or treatment duration is considered to be inappropriate 

if it is not recommended by national guidelines or by the World Health Organization (WHO). Researchers have 

alarmed the policy makers with enormous challenge of facing drawbacks occurring in the result of low level of 

knowledge among medical professionals and students which are promoting wrong selection of treatment 

regimen, improper drug dosage or treatment duration [11, 24]. A study reported high proportion of prescribers 

who had correct knowledge about diagnostic criteria but inappropriate knowledge and practice of TB 

management [25]. A survey was conducted to analyze the knowledge of the private practitioners regarding 

tuberculosis control, diagnosis, treatment and monitoring reported that the practitioners were not well informed 

about the anti-tuberculosis treatment methodologies. A few available anti-tuberculosis drugs were being 

irrationally used which can lead to drug resistance. Beside this deficiencies in management and selection of 

treatment for tuberculosis were reported [3, 26]. Studies reported the need of regular medical education training 

programs to keep health professionals upgraded with the current status of diseases and its treatment [27, 28]. 
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Unavailability of Standard Treatment Guidelines at Health Facilities 

Standard treatment guidelines have been proved as an important tool, by world health organization, in 

the support of effective clinical practice as well as in the promotion of rational drug use [29]. In developing 

countries, irrational use of drugs has become a serious problem. One of the causes of irrational drug use is the 

absence and lack of implementation of standard treatment guidelines (STGs) for the most common diseases in 

these countries [30, 31]. This has resulted in following the practice of prescribing and dispensing of same drugs 

for different diseases, resulting in development of resistance of drugs and promoting non-uniform treatment 

[32]. Significant number of physicians did not adhere to the standard norms for prescribing anti-tuberculosis 

treatment specifically in developing countries which results in increasing the proportion of drug-resistant TB 

[33]. 

 

Irrational Prescribing Practices for TB Management 

 Studies have reported lack of knowledge regarding national treatment guidelines which promotes 

irrational practice of treating tuberculosis resulting in resistance development and non-adherence to the 

standards [1]. A serious deficiency exists in adoption of clinical practice guidelines in practice among the 

prescribers or health care givers. A noteworthy number of physicians mostly do not adhere to the norms of 

standard treatment guidelines for treating tuberculosis and have less knowledge about DOT program and this is 

the major reason in promoting irrational practice and prescribing patterns for tuberculosis treatment amongst 

doctors [34-36]. Prescribers working in public sectors, private sector and family physicians have less knowledge 

about TB and hence follow wrong practice. Therefore, there is need of arranging more educational programs for 

specialists treating tuberculosis as great diversity was seen between daily practice of doctors and national 

guidelines [2]. Effective and fruitful research might support in finding gaps in knowledge and prescribing 

among caregivers of tuberculosis. Implementation of different interventions and then their systematic reviews of 

may support in making important and strategic decisions in both public-private sectors of care providers [8, 37, 

38]. 

 

Prescribers Adherence to Standard Treatment Guidelines 

 Guidelines are designed by converting research and expert opinion into recommendations for 

everyday practice, but health care providers are often slow to incorporate these guidelines into their daily 

practices [39, 40]. Unfortunately, in clinical practices, guidelines are not routinely followed and the overall 

compliance with recommendations is low [40-43].The reason for suboptimal adherence to published guidelines 

may be lack of awareness, particularly primary care providers who might be less aware of these guidelines [44]. 

Poor adherence to anti-tuberculosis treatment is the most important hurdle to tuberculosis control. In the 

negligence and absence of standard policies and public health interventions, most of the patients defaulted 

treatment which leads to further worsening the current status of tuberculosis [45]. 

 

Patient Related Issues 

As the rates of TB have increased during the past 10 years throughout the world, it has been noticed 

that along with the prescribers, patients are also major factor who play an important role in non-adherence to the 

treatment guidelines [46]. Lack of a comprehensive understanding about barriers to treatment adherence is 

currently a major hinder to find effective solutions [47]. Poor adherence to anti-tuberculosis treatment is the 

most important hurdle to tuberculosis control. In the negligence and absence of standard policies and public 

health interventions, most of the patients defaulted treatment which leads to further worsening the current status 

of tuberculosis [48]. It has also been observed that tuberculosis among migrant pulmonary tuberculosis patients 

is getting more worst due to non adherence to standard treatment guidelines. No doubt, adherence to continuous 

course of TB treatment is a complex procedure with a wide range of factors impacting on treatment-taking 

behavior. There is need of evolution of structural barriers for prescribers as well as patients regarding treatment 

adherence [49]. 

 

Public-Private Mix Project 

 Significant conflict were found in perceptions of prescribers working in public sector vs. private sector 

on general facts, attitudes, and social implications of programs which results in caginess, conflicts and 

unwillingness to co-operate with each other [50]. Many studies have revealed that although prescribers of both 

public and private sectors initially get agree for the showing compliance to each other, only for the benefits of 

patients but at the end many reasons exist in their respective sectors that they failed to comply with the 

commitment [35, 51]. In most of the countries, DOTS implementation is limited specifically to public sector 

under the tuberculosis program, however, in reality many patients do seek care from healthcare providers 

outside the network of the tuberculosis program and these providers, mostly do not coordinate with the national 

program or apply to DOTS. In order to control this weakness globally, the World Health Organization gave 

concept of Public-Private Mix (PPM) initiative. Important goal of developing PPM is to promote access to 
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quality TB care worldwide which will reduce chances of worsening of tuberculosis and will also control arising 

rate of new cases with tuberculosis [50]. Public-private mix project is new innovation to solve problem of 

conflicts among prescribers of both sectors. Training, supervision, standard guidelines, efficient information 

system and financial incentives are kept in mind in this project. Presence of subsidization of drug costs and 

powers of regulatory affairs can result in producing best outcomes [52, 53]. Effective rates of case detection and 

good percentage of treatment success can be achieved by collaborative efforts between private health care 

providers and the government [54]. 

 

Overview of Management of Tuberculosis in Developed & Developing Countries 

 WHO’s recently announced Global Plan to Stop TB highlights the need to expand DOTS through 

standardized treatment, under proper case management conditions, including directly observed treatment to 

reduce the risk of acquiring drug resistance, and support of patients to increase adherence to treatment and 

chance of cure [3]. Clinical practice guidelines for pulmonary tuberculosis have been developed from many 

years, but its quality is not reaching to an acceptable standard. A study was conducted to identify and assess the 

quality of tuberculosis guidelines which proved that methodological quality of tuberculosis guidelines was 

disappointingly low [2]. A study was conducted in New Jersey to evaluate physician prescribing practices for 

initial therapy of tuberculosis as per recommendations of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 

and American Thoracic Society (ATS). It was found that a substantial proportion of physicians were not treating 

their tuberculosis patients initially according to the standard recommendations. Drug resistance was increasing 

day by day as tuberculosis patients were receiving inappropriate initial therapy [55]. In a study conducted on 

physician’s knowledge and practice regarding treatment of the patients who were positive victims of human 

immune virus and could also suffer from tuberculosis reported that most of the physicians were not aware of the 

standards of care for preventing tuberculosis among HIV-infected patients, even in a geographic area with a 

high prevalence of mycobacterium tuberculosis and HIV [56]. It was also observed that treating tuberculosis 

according to the standard treatment guidelines for the specific time period proposed by the national tuberculosis 

program is reducing the risk of resistance development in the patients and before choosing regimen for the 

patients having multi drug resistance, there was need of confirmatory formal trials to have efficient results [57]. 

Inappropriate anti-tuberculosis (TB) treatment, particularly at the beginning of the disease, is a major cause of 

drug resistance. Many of the contributing factors were found to be the basic reasons of development of 

resistance.  

These factors include wrong perceptions of the physicians, lack of knowledge and irrational prescribing 

practice. A study reported the standard retreatment regimen was adequate to determine acquired drug resistance 

among failure or relapse cases after treatment of new smear-positive tuberculosis. The study concluded that 

relapse of cases of tuberculosis was found to be the reason for development of primary drug resistance. As 80% 

of failure cases had multi drug resistance, therefore it was proved that standard re-treatment regimen was 

inadequate for failure or relapse cases and there was need of renewal of the strategies regarding treatment 

guidelines and management of tuberculosis [14]. In a study conducted in South Africa, regarding patient and 

health worker perspectives on adherence to tuberculosis preventive therapy (TBPT) among human 

immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infected patients in resource-poor areas concluded that need of interventions to 

improve accessibility and quality of the care delivery system to promote adherence to tuberculosis preventive 

therapy and other antiretroviral therapy [58]. A study conducted in Iraq concluded that good percentage of 

health care workers had good knowledge, but had negative attitudes and practices towards tuberculosis and 

towards adherence to standard treatment guidelines. The national tuberculosis program in Iraq had a good 

impact on knowledge of tuberculosis health care workers [15].  

A great diversity was seen in a survey performed in Tanzania, between daily practice of doctors and 

national guidelines about tuberculosis as well as among the private doctors [59]. Similarly another study 

reported that the first step practice physicians had insufficient knowledge and need sporadically more education 

and practice to enhance the knowledge, attitude and behaviour related to the tuberculosis treatment and 

management [60]. A survey conducted to analyze the knowledge of the private practitioners regarding 

tuberculosis control, diagnosis, treatment and monitoring reported that the practitioners were not well informed 

about the anti-tuberculosis treatment methodologies [11]. 

 A prospective cohort study conducted to determine reasons for adherence to tuberculosis standard 

treatment therapy among human immune virus infected patients concluded that although an isoniazid preventive 

therapy program for human immune virus infected patients was shown to be feasible, still there were further 

adjustments required to increase the adherence as resistance and spread of tuberculosis was found controlled in 

Thailand [61]. Significant number of physicians did not adhered to the standard norms for prescribing anti-

tuberculosis treatment specifically in developing countries which resulted in increasing the proportion of drug-

resistant TB. Therefore effective training programs are required to improve knowledge of prescribers [33, 62]. 
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Overview of Management of Tuberculosis in Pakistan 

It is universally accepted that a partially treated TB patient is worse than an untreated one as the 

chronic cases are the ones who excrete multi drug resistant organisms and increase the community burden of 

TB. Pakistan is ranked fifth amongst the twenty two countries designated as highly burdened by TB in the 

Eastern Mediterranean Region [63]. It also accounts to have the fourth highest prevalence of multidrug-resistant 

TB (MDR-TB) worldwide [19]. X-ray examination, clinical lab tests and blood tests are usually used for TB 

detection and diagnosis instead of sputum examination in Pakistan. Tuberculin is rarely available but still few 

practitioners rely on Mantoux results [64]. Active case detection suffers from a chronic lack of resumes 

especially that of widely available trained laboratory technicians and X-ray facilities. Treatment of cases is often 

inadequate and inappropriate owing to lack of training of health care workers, scarcity of medicines in health 

care facilities, absence of control on drug sales and hence over the counter sales and self medication by patients 

and widespread lack of patient compliance with therapy in Pakistan [27].  

Another most important factor for rapid rise in multi-drug resistant (MDR) TB in Pakistan is 

inadequate treatment with inappropriate regimens with respect to dosage and duration. In 1993, WHO declared 

TB as a global emergency and the DOTS strategy was endorsed by Government of Pakistan in the country [65]. 

In 1994, the Ministry of Health in collaboration with WHO revised the TB control policy and national 

guidelines were drafted. Pakistan was declared 1 of the 16 countries without an appropriate NTP in 1998. Since 

then, although a steady progress has been made in TB case detection and treatment success rate but Pakistan is 

still far away from meeting the targets related to Millennium Development Goal (MDG) by 2015 [19]. Studies 

conducted in Pakistan have reported poor knowledge of prescribers regarding national standard treatment 

guidelines as one of the main reasons for this slow progress. Most of the prescribers in Pakistan diagnose and 

treat tuberculosis by their own choices rather complying with standard treatment guidelines [63, 66]. 

 

IV. Conclusion 
This review paper concluded that although available guidelines for management of pulmonary 

tuberculosis aim at seeking the desired therapeutic goals but still adherence to these guidelines by prescribers is 

inadequate especially in developing counties. This highlights the need of refreshing or updating the knowledge 

of the physicians regarding these guidelines and ensuring the availability and implementation of the DOT 

strategy within the hospitals as compulsory unit for control of tuberculosis. Moreover, extensive research is 

required to explore role of DOTs program in control of TB, barriers in its effective implementation and 

healthcare system collaborative models to promote active case detection and appropriate treatment which can 

lead to improved patient compliance and control of tuberculosis in developing countries including Pakistan. 
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